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Hi All,

Hope you're all enjoying the hot weather more than I am. If it wasn't for the invention of
beer, I don't think I could survive another summer. I've just spent Sunday slaving over a
hot barbecue in the blazing sun. Getting burnt more than the quality Lincolnshire
sausages that I was cooking. ;-)

Again, another issue of Rhetoric, and again, no contributions to add. If it wasn't for
Brian and Muso sending stuff in, we'd have to print pages from the phone book to fill
stuff out. If you've got anything to send in, please do. As Rhetoric approaches it's final
issue, it could be the last chance to make your mark on Oric history.

On a brighter note, there is quite a lot of interest in a Oric mee4 so it looks almost a
certainty that this will take place now. Thanks for those that registered their SUPPOr4and
I hope to see you all there.

Oh...a small apology to Muso, who sent me a listing for a Space Invaders game. I'm
looking for it now, but I can't remember where I put it. I'll try and find it before next
issue, I promise:)

SIMON
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RETROGAMEZ.CO.UK
SUMMER BARGAINS!!
Chaosmongers@yahoo.com

MASTER SYSTEM CONSOLES "ith game £10
MEGA DRIVE CONSOLES "ith ga.e £10
SNES CONSOLES "ith ga.e £19
NES CONSOLES with ga.e £16
SEGA SATURN CONSOLES + GRME £29
NINTENDO 64 + GAME £24
RMIGR 500 £20
COMMODORE 64 £16
RCORN R3010 £15
SEGR MEGRDRIVE COMP PRO PROS £3
SEGR MEGADRIVE RRCADE STICK £4
SEGA MEGRDRUVE PAD (used) £3
NES LIGHT GUN £3
SMS LIGHT GUN £3
NEW COAXIRL RF LERD £2
RF SPLITTER PLUGS £1
PRNASONIC AA BATTERIES CASE OF 48 £6
ATC CR2032 LITHIUM BATTERIES 75p
MAXELL CR2032 LITHIUM £1
3-12V AC RDAPTOR 300Ma Unregulated £3.50
RTRRI 2600 GAMES FROM £1
SEGA MEGADRIVE GAMES FROM £1
SNES NINTENDOSCOPE

ALL PRICES EXC. P&P

£3

VISR/MASTERCARD



Letter Page
Hi

First of all, I'm VERY SORRY to hear that "Rhetoric" is
closing down.

I was a bit surprised to read about it in the EditOrel Bit in
Issue 21. But as you write, it is then 20 years ago, that Oric
saw it's first light. As time do go bye.......................

When "Rhetoric" has got 70 articles that Peter Bragg \Vrote
about MC available on disk for the PC, fm very interested
in. Steve Marshall has send me some, but I like the way that
Peter wrote in, so I'm interested in more of those articles. Is
it possible to send bye-mail ???

Second, you ask about a last meeting for Oricans. I like the
idea and would really like to come and see other
ORlCANS, but it very most depends WHEN it is to be hold
and if possible to stay some where.

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK !!!!

Yours sincerly
Henrik Holm
Denmark
hholm@postl O.tele.dk

~ ---~ c:=

P.S. I have send this music program to Steve and don't
know if it would be a good idea to send it out to other
oricans, next time a disk is to follow a issue ofRHETORlC.
Load the program "Music" and the rest will follow. Have
fun !!!

REPLY:

Hi Henrik,

Thanksfor letter and your support. I'm sorry too, that
Rhetoric has to closedown, but unfortunately, we no longer
get enough support to enable us to continue. There are not
enough articles, and submissions from readers to help us
fill the magazine each month, and rather to rely on
reprinting old articles that have already been printed in
magazines long ago, or covering things that have been done
before, I guess it's best to finish on a high note, on the 20th
anniversary of the Oric. I never would have thought though,
back in 1985, when Ifirst bought my Oric-1, that I would be
the one to sound the end of the last UK Oric magazine,
some 17 years later.

Maybe if lots of people send in lots of articles for these last
few issues, then maybe we could carry onfor a bit longer,
but it's unlikely...

About the Peter Bragg articles... I'm unaware of these
myself.. I know the Peter produced many great articles for

I

the predecessor to Rhetoric, 'Oric User Monthly'. I
don't have afull collection ofOUM..so maybe
someone else can help?

Finally. there has been some encouraging interest in
an Oric meet. I'm definitely interested in attending a
meet, and we will be discussing this soon. Please
rest assured that we will allow plenty of time for
arranging a date this time, so everyone has enough

time to make arrangements. I'm sure that we can

find accomodation for people wanting to travel.

Thanks for the Music program! You're one of the
first people to send a contribution to the disk!

Best regards,

Simon
Chaosmongers@yahoo.com

ORIC
MEET NEWS

I'VE JUST HEARD FROAl STEVE lvfUSO THAT
THE EDITOR OF THE FORlvlER UK ORlC
MAGAZINE 'ORlC USER JvfONTHLY' HAS
AGREED TO HOST THE FINAL ORlC MEET, IN

~ ~
-AYLESBURY, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, WHERE

PREVIOUS ORIC }JEETS HAD BEEN HELD.
HOPEFULLY, LIKE PREVIOUS 0. U.M MEETS,
THIS WILL BE A BIGGIE!

MORE INFOPuWATION WHEN I GET IT!

SUBSCRIPTION
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Back in the 70s the world was an exciting place.
We had proper music and cassette players were now
really popular. They were, after all, much better

- - J ~~~n h~7~d~~~ ~~t~~~k s~~C~i~:~ ~~

}:"\.'- . -, Bri tain !!! And it snowed in winter.
: r:- ._\.

"

.New invent ions seemed to crop up
I

~' DW~rURPl£
. regularly - not the silly sixties

~.~~~,
, things, like plastic underwear;

19::;~~- proper stuff, lik~ snake belts,
~'::':::"':=i Parker coats, radlo cassettes.
~:~~~~~; calculators, digital watches. Remember those first digital

ifM
'

~.r ,~: .':., watches? They had a button you had to press to
--"".

", '.'; read the time. A red LED display was so puny that,
,the numbers had to have a blob of plastic over each

~~.~

jg~Ii ~ ~~ :a~~*;rn~h:n ~;~~;:X~u~h~~e t~~i~~~e w~~e , :-

'.
'. Cliv9 Sinclair..

I used to get a magazine called Look & Learn whi ch "
had the sort of things your parents might want you to read; bits
of history. modern inventions and so on. The exciting bit was the
slightly odd science fiction story the Trigan Empire which had a
people flying around in spaceships Roman uniform. occasionally
being attacked by scary green men with sharpened teeth. On the
back of this comic were adverts for Radionics products. These
were kits to build such things as , digital watches. pocket
calculators and so on. I wanted them - I wanted them all but could never afford
such things.

~. .

Once at secondary-school I round a mysterious corner of the
there was a dusty floored 'room with a door that scraped the
allowed in. Well not at first. In there. there were strange
keyboards on them.
Every school has a weird eccentric, I guess. Often these guys are approaching
genius status and don't seem to have time for things like hair styles or even
sometimes, washing. One such chap -though I think he did
occasionally wash - was someone called 'Smiler'. Smiler had ~S?' ~

those curious eyebrows that join up over both eyes and have
;:f.'"

..-".~-"~::" "._,""

more hair than is sensible. He also had a briefcase with an
odd cube thing that no-one else had. He got it from his

sister in Hungry and he said it was Rubik's
~ Cube! He also had a key to the room in the
~ corner with the strange things with keyboards.

building where
floor. We weren't
white machines with

And so we learnt to talk to the hairy eyebrowed
. man without laughing out loud. It soon became
fascinating! Our school, was quite clever and had
entered an inter-school competition on national
radio. Three students sat round a table and
pressed buttons to answer questions whilst the school got off
lessons to go and cheer them on. And so it was that after several
weeks we found we had won a thing called Commodore PET. We didn't

know what this was but it looked quite interesting and it went in the room in
the corner with the dusty floor and the (other) white things with a keyboard
on top.

.. . -. .
:.

'~.~~\\\X~~~~~~:;;.~:~'.

We found that talking to Smiler had magically opened the way to
having access to this strange object.
Some of you may remember computer magazines and books that
featured tape with holes punched out. That's what the white
machines did. Never mind them - the Pet had a screen and you could
talk to it! Well not really, but Smiler had it running an Eliza
program in no time. Smiler then asked if I knew what a small furry
creature from Alpha Centuri looked like! This was rather
worrying, but I attempted to draw one anyway. (At school as was
good at drawing, running and getting into detention). I soon

became a listener of a strange radio program that was to influence me for

4



ever - the
strange as

Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy. Just them things went
everyone wanted one of those cube things and there was: a

Rubik's Cube craze throughout the world. It was old hat to
us, but I could manage to get one of my own instead of having
to be nice to Smiler in the hope that he would lend me his. I
had soon worked out how to do the cube and we
spent time cube racing. This was where you
challenged someone to see who could complete
-the cube in the fastest time.

~:;~~.
. ~::;.,:: ..:;::::.

';'19"""'''

Also there had become a computer craze as machines that
didn't weigh a ton and have a built-in cupboard became
rather popular. The ZX81 had took off! New machines seemed to be
announced every week. I wanted a colour one - but not one of the small and
ugly Spectrum machines that came out - I saw an Oric and liked the thing
at once - mainly because it was cheap, but also because it went PING, ZAP
etc.

And so I went and got my first computer- a ZX81 -
well they were cheap - around £40 at the time. I
quickly found I couldn't program the thing and so
found a computer club that was at the same time and
place as my Mum's night school.
I used to carry a huge black and white TV into the

back of the car and then carry this tiny little black box to go next to
it. They used to smile as I struggled into the group with that enormous
TV. What a place though two strange guys ran the club. One was a
haemophiliac who walked with two sticks and very stiff legs. The other was
just~-a -bit odd ""'!-buot~in-that room there were wondrous things- - an Apple
II, a BBC B- my friend had a TI9~/4a and there was also a portable
Commodore 64 which came with a little screen. I had great fun there but
didn't learn too much about programming. I did say I was thinking of
selling the ZX81 to buy an Oric-1 and was told that was a good choice -
and they even found a buyer for my Sinclair.
College loomed and I realised I had better stop messing around and do some
school work. I managed to get enough passes to get to college and found an
advert for a secondhand 16K Oric-1. I got the machine with about 6
cassettes and a few Oric Owner magazines for the grand sum of £35. I still
didn't have much money and so couldn't afford to buy software - but then I
didn't see much to buy!

I was told not to buy one of those and to wait
until the Acorn Electron would come out. That was
supposed to be really good and relatively cheap -
but they only had 32k and they were white and they
did not go ZAP !

Having a 16K Oric became a bit of a problem as so few titles were released
for it. I had Scuba Dive. Galaxy 5, Xenon 1, and a tape of programs that
the previous owner had typed in from the -

Oric Owner magazines. Not much. but enough
for me to spend many hours enjoying myself;
At college I learnt how to tune and repair
pianos. I was pretty good at some of it, so
in the second and third years found I had
time to use the Oric. I found that computers
were getting cheaper and so found a second-
hand Oric-1 - but a 48k model this time.
Again it cost £35. Now I could play Delta 4
which came with the computer, and soon
purchased Manic Miner - the only game I
bought new in a shop! I managed to find the
funds to buy some tapes mail-order -
Dracula's Revenge and Trouble in Store were two I had. Trouble had
digitised speech - we didn_t call it 'sampled' back then. It said

-Manacresshhhhhhhhh - crackle. Brilliant!!! I loved them both and played
them to death - Dracula's Revenge actually scared me to death sometimes -
it was certainly the first game to frighten me !
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Delta 4 had one of the best Invaders games I've ever seen - I still like
it and it's a shame you can't easily play it one the Atmos. It also had a
digitised picture of 'Grun' the author - really impressive in those days!
With Xenon 1 and Delta 4 being such great arcade games, and Trouble.. and
Drac's Revenge being impressive platformers, I just knew the Oric was
capable of great things. I wanted more software but either couldn't afford
it or just couldn't find it . A solution came in the from of a place in

File Uiew Op~ions Wales that rented Oric software -
4}~~'~;agrea t !
~:~ I rented The Hobbit which was, of

"""-'<-«':'1course, one 0 f the most famous and
Jwell thought out adventure games
1 up to that point. I also rented
~Chess which wasn't so good - it
~took and age and you could beat it
:if you could be bothered waiting
jlong enough for it to make its-
imove. The I got The Hellion - it
iblew me away! What a stunning
~game !!!! The animated graphics

'_-~:,,~:,s::.,;~.:,:=:!?~~~,Jchanged co lour as they flew
~~,.

.""'''''~'~~j;;;:~t. '~f."j:jaround. Come 0 f the cascading
_.'~'.!.'''''-.;C,"",-;:n::::<,;Jblocks seemed to have more colours

than were possible on the Oric. I guess it was just the way the colour
moved made it blur from one colour to the next a little with the way it
moved. It was just so impressive. The little hornet of a ship was nicely
animated and even when you died it was a pleasure to watch the little
mushroom cloud that appeared. I still love that game to this day, but back
then I had to give it back to the software rental place.

TOS
---------------

)I\.
ATARI

Copyrigh~ Cc] ~985
ATARI CORP.

Digi~al Research.. Inc.
All Righ~s Res.rved.

1987 arrived and the world seemed to have given up on the Oric. I had
resolutely stuck by my favourite machine, but when a friend offered to
sell me his Spectrum 128K+ I decided to go for it. I spent a few years
enjoying the experience of being able to buy magazines off-the-shelf for
my machine - buying cheap tapes all over the place - everywhere sold
Speccy tapes!
So, for a year or two I enjoyed having a machine that you could buy
programs and magazines for. The computer world had moved on somewhat with
people using the more advanced Atari ST and the Commodore Amiga. In some
ways the ST was like the Oric and the Amiga like .

the Speccy. The latter being largely a games
machine and the St / Oric was the computer that
was an all-rounder. The ST came in (essentially)
two forms, just like the Oric-1 and Atmos.( The
STFM and STe). After initial success the Atari
was soon trailing in popularity to the Amiga.
The Falcon was Atari's Stratos. It was a
technical advance on the earlier machine but used
parts from the ST to cut production costs. It to
was sold off to a foreign buyer who redesigned
~he machine a little before reihtroducing it to
an unenthusiastic market place. the similarities
between Atari and Oric go on and on !!!
I searched the second-hand shops of Edinburgh for
Oric stuff but only ever found some in one. He
told me he through out a lot of hardware but kept the software to sell -
ARGH !!! I did manage to buy an 8-bit Atari and STFM for E30 and later
picked an STe up from a boot sale for only E10 !!! The usual problem of
joystick sockets gone loose was soon fixed by a little soldering and it's
worked fine to this day.
I recently got an Amiga from a charity shop (bless!), and it was a fiver
well spent - it sits in the loft which is where you should keep them!!!

,
: (. "::.

.~'...

By the beginning of the nineties I had taken my Speccy up to Scotland
where I found myself back at college. I went to tune one of the wee
Scottish women's pianos to earn a few quid and she wouldn't let me leave!
Ally persuaded me to show her my Oric and I obliged which impressed her
greatly. She persuaded me to advertise for an Atmos and I soon had one
which came with the address for an Oric user group thing - Q\Jrn

teem ~~re c(\ hls\-or-'f is r~(cdt!J in OUrr1. I S;.sft~Cup. spenl- MY ~rJd~nt- SfJn;- on IJJ)
O,,( d,s:.( ~s~~rr & w\i~~ ~c~h.~,)re I CO'.Jld r)FPord 8. 3-ar'red c)('I-r-,I':rI-A+',i!l

t" tr.2 M,)4..) u fnIJ50 6-
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INFOGRAMES Have progressed from being a small French company, making Oric games, to one of the worlds
most powerful and successful names in the video games industry. Here is the timeline story, followed by their Oric
Softography...

1983 -2001 ,

June 1983: Infogrames is founded by Bruno Bonnell and Christophe Sapet. They publish and distribute Le Cube
Informatique, an educational title, which goes on to sell 60,000 copies, setting the standard for future titles in
the educational field.

1985: Infogrames adopts the armadillo as its corporate logo,
symbolizing long life. ROAD S1B, ' 'APR' 1982HERE5UXLLE "FUND5 'S28888..,,"

ttORE RE5ZDENTZAL ZONES, NEEDED
~'"

1987: Infogrames creates a subsidiary, Infogrames Telematique,
~':'::;::" :~:~. ;':::~;;':

'
,. ;:,':~i<;.:>,

d.edicated to the design and publishing of games for interactive
r'o' .'~ t',"? : '

'...
,,'" "~

,:,':::::\~\?

~!~f~~:~~~:~~~~~~~f~/~b:t~~~a~~S~~~~~UbIiSh'
r; ..

.<."'.. : . .

1988: Infogrames is distributor of Sim City, a titre that wins
criticaland popular praise. The first simulation to allow a player
create a city and govern it, Sim City goes on to become the
year's best-seller.

,,:,,'~~ ~, .. ~
=-

~.- -- .-'
-'"

- -

1990: lnfogrames is awarded a Nintendo Production Ucense for NES and Game Boy consoles.

, Sim City

'992: The now famous Alone in the Dark is unleashed onto the PC market
Infogrames reports total revenues for the 1991/92 fiscalyear of 77.6 million FF.

1993: On December' 6, '993, lnfogrames Entertainment floats an offering on the Paris .Second Marche. Stock
Exchange. Demand for shares outstrips supply by a staggering ratio of 530 to , (61 million share requests to
115,000 shares at '62FF each). The proceeds '

generated are used to support the Company's
growth and finance development of new products.
The first Asterix game launches, vaulting to the
position of #, best-selling cartridge in Europe with
700,000 copies sold. The game goes on to sell 2.4
million units.
Infogrames reports total revenues for the 1992/93
fiscalyear of J0 J.9 million FF.

:*!!;WL)~flHH
~-" - ~, )._~,J.~,

Il
~-.,er. ',.'

,-~.~~.
_!W~~M',

'=-~""

~:' ,.~~~-~~t~
Z
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.';; ~ ,}: ..::::.::---~ ',. ..

,. ~'-:'''' .~
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'''''
.: -n:.~

.

'.a ~ "~ -1. ,~,' \\ M~-
'~~7"':"" --::... ~:'~ /ir?;;~

~'~'i ~~=:. ,

'994: fnfogrames' expansion continues with the
creation of two more subsidiaries, Infogrames
Entertainment Benelux in Brussels, and Infogrames
Entertainment GmbH in Cologne (in association with
CLT, a leading player in the European audiovisual
industry) .
In June, the Company offers an additionar 230,062 shares, raising 75,920,460 FF.
Infogrames reports total revenues for the J993/94 fiscal year of J64.6 million FF.

'995: fnfogrames reports total revenues for the 1994/95 fiscalyear of 262.2 million FF.

1996: Infogrames acquires British publishing company, Ocean Software Ltd.,enabling the Company to increase
its software development capacity, broaden its product line-up, and extend its geographical reach.
More Infogrames Entertainment shares are issued in June 1996 (276,232 shares for a total of 220,981,600 FF
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comprising the shares issued in consideration of the acquisition of Ocean and the
shares in lnfogrames Entertainment GmbH sold by CLT}.
lnfogrames shares are traded on the Paris Stock Exchange within the .Continue A.
category on April J 1, J996 and are transferred to the monthly settlement market of
the Paris Stock Exchange (Reglement Mensuel} on 12/24/96; the share price is used to
determine the MlDCACand SBF250 share indices.
lnfogrames reports total revenues for the 1995/96 fiscal year of 377. 1million FE
1997: On July 1, 1997, Philips Media transfers its multimedia publishing and
distribution activities to lnfogrames Entertainment, making the Company the leading
developer, publisher and distributor of interactive entertainment software in Europe.
The nominally priced stock is r€-issued on a five-for~ne basis on December 12, 1997,
with a view to increasing share Uquidityand making stock ownership more accessible.
An agreement is signed with EMMEto distribute lnfogrames' cultural and educational
catalog and Infogrames takes a 260/0stake in EMME.
A convertible bond offering of 400 million FF is offered on June 6 to refinance the
integration of Philips Media and to finance additional expansion. lnfogrames
Entertainment is included in the SBF 120 index.
Infogrames reports total revenues for the 1996/97 fiscalyear of 661.4 million FF.

'998: The Warner Bros: Looney Tunes license is awarded to Infogrames Entertainment, ulitmately generating a
catalog of five titles featuring the world-famous stable of characters.
Infogrames and Canal+ launch Europe's first N channel dedicated to video games, and the Company obtains
exclusive worldwide distribution rights to Canal+ Multimedia's existing and future catalog.
Infogrames signs an exclusive licensing agreement with Nike to develop seven titles over three years with Ronaldo
and Brazil's national football team.
Infogrames raises additional capital by issuing shares with redeemable share warrants lASSA)valued at 597 million
FF.
Infogrames reports total revenues for the 1997/98 fiscalyear of '.466 billion FE
T999: In February, Infogrames acquires a 62.5% stake in Australian interactive game distribution company Ozisoft.
making the Company a leader in the Australian interactive gaming market
The relationship between Canal+ Multimedia and Infogrames continues to blossom and Infogrames takes a 50%
stake in.Canal+ Multimedia.. .

For the period ended December 3 1, 1998, lnfogrames reports six-month revenues of
"

106.7 millionFrancs, up 36%
from the comparable year.earlier period. lnfogrames embarks on a major strategic expansion initiative. In March, the
Company launches a friendly takeover of U.K.-based Gremlin; by April 30, 1999, Infogrames controls 85.6% of
Gremlin. The Company integrates the development teams of Psygnosis Paris and in April, acquires the Australian
Seam development teams.
In North America, Infogrames acquires sports and action specialist Accolade, and in November, acquires a
controlling stake in major American publisher, GT Interactive. The two acquisitions significantly enhance lnfogrames'
presence in North America, positioning the Company as a leading global force in interactive entertainment.
lnfogrames reports total revenues for the fiscalyear ending June 30, 1999 of 2.005 billion FRF.
2000: Infogrames initiates a five-for~ne stock split. In February, the Company launches Infogrames.com, a 100%
owned subsidiary combining all of Infogrames' on line assets.
In April, Infogrames acquires a controlling interest in Den-O-Tech, a Canadian company specializing in in-flight
entertainment.
In May, the Company issues bonds valued at 348 million Euros.
In June, lnfogrames acquires Paradigm Entertainment, the Dallas,Texas-based company behind the successful title,
Pifotwings 64, and a leader in development for next-generation consoles.
International expansion is further bolstered through a joint venture with Japan's Hudson Soft Co. Ltd.,announced
in October.
Driver 2, the sequel to the massively successful Driver, hits shelves in November and rockets to the top of the charts
with more than 2 million units selling in two weeks.
At year end, Infogrames announces plans to make another major acquisition in North America: Hasbro Interactive,
which encompasses Microprose, Atari and Games.com.
lnfogrames reports total revenues for the fiscalyear ending June 30, 2000 of 521.6 million euros.
2001: Infogrames begins the year with the announcement that it has acquired European distribution rights to Final
Fantasy OC
In February, the Company announces that it will be the exclusive distributor of the popular Digimon game from
Sandai in Europe and Australia.
The Company completes its acquisition of Hasbro Interactive (renamed lnfogrames Interactive, Inc.),and emerges as
the second largest publisher of interactive entertainment in the U.S.,and one of the biggest video game companies
in the world.
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(PUTD 'LENGTH '(LAMBDA (L)
(COND «ATOM L) 0)

«+ 1 (LENGTH (CDR L»»»)

(PUTD 'LIST
'(FLAMBDA L

(COND «ATOM L) NIL)
«CONS (EVAL (CAR L» (APPLY 'LIST (CDR L»»»)

(PUTD '~l\1BER
'(LM1BDA (X L)

(COND «ATOM L) NIL)
«EQUAL X (CAR L» L)
«~l\1BER X (CDR L»»»

(PUTD NCONC '(LAMBDA (X Y)
(COND «ATOM X) Y)

(T (RPLACD (LAST X) Y) X»»

(PUTD 'OR '(FLA1\1BDAL
(COND «ATOM L) NIL)

«EV AL (CAR L»)
«APPL Y 'OR (CDR L»»»

(PUTD 'PROG1
'(FLM1BDA L

(COND «ATOML) NIL)
(T «LM1BDA (X) (APPLY 'PROGN (CDR L» X) (EV AL (CAR L»»»)

(PUTD 'PROGN
'(FLM1BDA L

(COND «ATOM L) NIL)
«ATOM (CDR L» (EVAL (CAR L»)
(T (EV AL (CAR L» (APPLY 'PROGN (CDR L»»»

(PUTD 'QUOTE '(FLAMBDA L (CAR L»)

(PUTD 'REVERSE
'(LA1\1BDA(X Y)

(COND «ATOM X) NIL) .

«ATOM (CDR X) (CONS (CAR X) Y)
«REVERSE (CDR X) (CONS (CAR X) V»~»~»~

(PUTD 'SET '(LA1\1BDA(X Y) (RPLACA X Y) V»~)

(PUTD 'SETQ '(FLAMBDA L (COND «(NAME (CAR L» (SET (CAR L) (BVAL (CADR L»»»)

(PUTD 'WHILE
'(FLM1BDA L

21
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(COND «EY AL (CAR L»
(APPL Y 'PROGN (CDR L»
(APPL Y 'WHILE L»»)

:t. Appendix IC Porting MuLisp Programs
Apart trom user function evaluation (LAMBD~ FLMmD~ l\1LAMBDA), OricLisp primitives are quite
close to MuLisp primitives, therefore MuLisp programs can be easily ported to OricLisp (and vice versa). To
save space for user programs, not all functions available in MuLisp are defined in OricLisp.
But the following definitions can be used to provide exact substitutes:

(PUTD 'NTH '(LAMBDA (N L)
(COND «ZEROP N) (CAR L»

«ATOM L) NIL)
«NTH (- NI) (CDR L»»» for a MacLisp-like version

(PUTD 'NTH '(LAMBDA (L N)
(COND «EQ N 1) L)

«ATOM L) NIL)
«NTH (CDR L) (- NI»»» for an InterLi~p-like version

(PUTD 'TCONC '(LAMBDA (PTR OBJ)
(SETQ OBJ (LIST OBJ»
(COND «ATOM PTR) (CONS OBJ OB1)

«ATOM (CDR PTR» (RPLACA PTR OBJ) (RPLACD PTR OBJ»
(T (RPLACD (CDR PTR) OBJ) (RPLACD PTR OB1)))

(PUTD 'LCONC '(LAMBDA (PTR L)
(COND «ATOM L) PTR) .

«ATOM PTR) (CONS L (LAST L»)
«ATOM (CDR PTR» (RPLACA PTR L) (RPLACD PTR (LAST L»)
(T (RPLACD (CDR PTR) L) (RPLACD PTR (LAST L»»»

(PUTD 'EVENP '(LAMBDA (N) (COND «(NUMBERP N) (ZEROP (MOD N 2»»»

(PUTD 'POP '(FLAMBDA P
(COND «NOT (NAME (CAR P») NIL)

«ATOM (CAAR P» NIL)
«PROG1 (CAAAR P) (SET (CAR P) (CDAAR P»»»)

(PUTD 'PUSH '(FLAMBDA P
(COND «(NULL (CADR P» NIL)

«NAME (CADRP» (SET (CADR P) (CONS (EVAL (CAR P»
(CADR P»»»)

(PUTD 'PUT '(LAMBDA (NAM KEY OB1)
«LAMBDA(ELEM)

(COND «NULL ELEM) (RPLACD NAM (CONS (CONS KEY OB1) (CDR NAM») OBJ)
(T (RPLACD ELEM OBJ) OBJ») (ASSOC KEY (CDR NAM»»)

(puro 'GET '(LAMBDA (NAM KEY) (CDR (ASSOC KEY (CDR NAM»»)
22
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(PUTD 'REMPROP '(LAMBDA (NAM KEY)
(COND «ATOM (CDR NAM)) NIL)

«EQUAL (CAADR NAM) KEY)
(SETQ KEY (CDADR NAM»)
(RPLACD NAM (CDDR NAM))
KEY)

«REMPROP (CDR NAM) KEY)))))

(pUTD 'FLAGP '(LAlVfBDA(NAM ATT) (MErvfBER ATT (CDR NAM))))

(PUTD 'FLAG '(LAMBDA (NAM ATT)
(COND «FLAGP NAM ATT) ATT)

(T (RPLACD NAM (CONS ATT (CDR NAM»)) ATT))))

(PUTD 'RENIFLAG '(LAMBDA (NAM ATT)
(COND «ATOM (CDR NAM») NIL)

«EQUAL ATT (CADR NAM» (RPLACD NAM (CDDR NAM)) T)
«REMFLAG (CDR NA1\1)ATT»)))

(PUTD 'GCD '(LAMBDA (X Y)
"

(COND «(NOT (ZEROP V»~ (GCD Y (MOD X Y)))
«PLUSP X) X)

« - 0 X)))

(PUTD 'COrvIMENT '(FLAMBDA L NIL»

The following differences may be found when porting programs:

* The body of a MuLisp function and an OricLisp function are evaluated differently. MuLisp implements an
implicit COND/PROGN instead of an implicit PROGN inside function bodies (and COND clauses), which
results in more compact code but also in some ambiguity for LAMBDAs which are then regarded as
predicates. COND is therefore mandatory in the body of OricLisp functions.

* PLUSP returns NIL for 0 in MuLisp and T in OricLisp. Also, the CDR of a number (its property list) has the
opposite meaning: its value is T for a nonnegative number in OricLisp, whereas it is T for a negative number in
~fuLisp. Whilst GREATERP and LESSP accept more than two arguments in MuLisp, such expressions must
be written using several> and < in OricLisp. Identically, PLUS, DIFFERENCE, and TThfES accept more than
two arguments
in MuLisp, but those expressions can be easily rewritten using multiple +, -or *.

. .

* MuLisp string functions (SUBSTRING, FINDSTRING, PAC~ uNP AC~ LENGTH, ASCII)
cannot be implemented in OricLisp.

* MuLisp escapes (CATCH, THROW) cannot be implemented in OricLisp, neither can error handling.

* File read/write functions are not available in OricLisp.

* The powerful OricLisp function macros do not exist in MuLisp. Therefore,
if an OricLisp program makes intensive use of them, it is better to port it
to a different dialect, such as LeLisp.
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( D Appendix D. Implementation Details
a) Memory Map
0000 + +

I system variables I
0100 + +

I four stack s.egments I
0200 + +

I system variables I
0300 + +

I inputs-outputs I
0400 + +

I keyboard input buffer I
I + conversion area I

0500 + + BOTT OM

I link stack I
1VV\fWNV\NVVVV1

I I
I!\MJVV\NVVVV\MI

I virtual stack segments I
1000 + + SYSTEM

I character strings I
1VV\fWNV\NVVVV1

I I
I!\MJVV\NVVVV\MI

I dottedpairs I
5000 + + ATOMS

..

I numbers I
IV\MIVVWV\J\MNI --<".c-..~. ~.-

I I
I!\MJVV\NVVVV\MI

I symbols I
8000 + + TOPATOM

I kernel I
+ +

..-.

The addresses BOTTOM, SYSTEM and ATOMS may be changed to be adapted to different consumption in
numbers and symbols, dotted pairs or recursivity by an application. Unfortunately, any change must be made
by modifying kernel addresses BEFORE the kernel is executed...
The BOTTOM page may be changed by modifying location 9AA6, the SYSTEM page by modifying location
9AAAand the ATOMS page bymodifyinglocation9ABO.

b) Data Structures
Dotted pairs have the following structure:

+ + +

I CAR I CDR I
+ + +

Symbols have the following structure:
+ + + + +

I Value IProperties IFunction IExternal name I
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This issue is dedicated to probably what is the most popular
games console of all time, the Nintendo ~rES.

The name Nintendo in Japan, is a name that spans right the
way back to the end of the 19th century, but up until the
1980s, when Nintendo started making \'ideo games, the
name was virtually unknown in the western world. Here's
how they become what they are today...

The year is 1980. Nintendo have branched out into the newty emerged
arcade game business, which, with the exception of a few Japanese
manufacturers like TAITO (space invaders), ar.d NAMeO (Gataxian), is
pretty much dominated by U.S. giants like Atan, Bally/Midway and
Williams. Nintendo released a few arcade games in 1980, none of which
mademuch of an impact The failure of one of these games, Radar Scope,
would ironically lead to the beginning of Nintendo's greatest succeSs.

In 1981,A solution to his Radar Scope problem. As a favour, Nintendo
hired a staff artist Facedwith a large amount of .
unsold Nintendo cabinets, Yamauchi asked the ~
artist, a young man named Shigeru Miyamoto, to:~~
come up with a game that could replace the '~.
Radar Scope boards.

Unfamiliar with the technology, Miyamoto spoke
.
wtth the cornpany's hardware and software,
designers and then designed a game that would i
fit the specifications. The main character would be ~
a smaU animated carpenter who had just enough'
animation to run, jump, climb ladders, and grab a I
hammer. His goal? Rescue a blonde girt from a
huge gorilla named Donkey Kong, located at the top of the screen. Kong
would throw barrels, springs, and other items to prevent the carpenter from
succeeding

releasing Ms. Pac-Man - basically a faster game withnew
mazes - Donkey Kong Jr. changed the original game's play
mechanics and even its theme. Mario now held a jailed
Donkey Kong in a cage at the top of the screen, and Kong's
little son had to climb ropes and use keys to rescue his father.
During this period, Minoru Arakawa's Nintendo of America
moved its headquarters from New York State to the Seattfe
suburb of Redmond, Washington.

In 1983. two more Donkey Kong-related games were
released in arcades. Mario struck out on his own in Mario
Bros., the first game to feature Mario's green-cfothed brother
Luigi. Mario became a plumber, and the brothers inhabited
sewers full of turtles, lobsters, fire baJIs, and coins.

Next was Donkey Kong 3, which placed an escaped Kong on
some ropes inside of a greenhouse. You controlled Mafia's
.cousin. Stanley the Gardener, who sprayed Kong in the rear
withbugspray.If you could get Kongto climbto the top of the

ropes, a beehive would fait on his head
and he'd crash down to the ground.

Shigeru Miyamoto

Donkey Kong Jr. came to home
consoles and computers via Coleco and
Atari,selling brisklyfor those companies
and helping to line Nintendo's pockets.
During this period, Parker Brothers
released the pre-Miyamoto arcade title

~;!Sky Skipper on the Atari 2600 and

~acquired publishing rights to Nintendo's
,~ new arcade game Popeye.

The main character was originally called" Jumpman" but was subsequently
named Mario after the landlord of Nintendo's office, Mario Segali.

At first, Donkey Kong was mocked by American arcade distributors who
couldn't understand what Nintendo was trying to sell.But demand fer the
machines soon reached incredible proportions, once people actually
played the game. Demand was so great that

.

numerous bootleg copies of the game appeared,
the most popular of which was CraI1 Kong, a
version that ran on Crazy Climber hardware. Like
Pac-Man, a huge hit of that same year, Donkey.
Kong was a blockbustertitle to an extent that can

.t i 1

hardly be conceived of .today, breaking through fa
intothe popular lexicon in a way that few other
video games could match.

By 1982 Nintendo was a success on two
continents, with Japanese and American garners
eagerly awaiting what would come next. Not one
to mess with success, Nintendo boss Hiroshi
Yamauchi realized the strength of the Donkey

,

Kong name and commissionedhis team to
develop a sequel. Unlike BallyMtdway, which
responded to demand for a Pac-Man sequel by

Hiroshi Yamauchi saw that his company's home games were
bringing in a reasonable profit when licensed but that there
was much more money to be made by controlling
manufacturing and sales rather than going through Coleco or
Atari. Although new Game & Watch models based on Donkey
Kong and Mario were selling well, Yamauchi had his
engineers focus on developing an inexpensive home console
that would offer better visuals than any of its competitors.

Nintendo named the game system, which was based on the.
popular8-bit6502CPU, the Family
Computer, or Famicom for short. At this
poin~ Nintendo would no longer license
its games to CoIeco or Atari.Donkey
Kong 3 becamethe first exclusive
arcade transtation for Nintendo's new
machine in Japan.

Althoughitwas called a computer, there
was no keyboard or printer, but there
was an expansion port. The Famicom's
controUersused the four-way digitat

controllerused withthe Game &
Watch units, along with A, B, start,
and select buttons.

The Famicom debuted in July 1983with
Donkey Kong, Donkey Kong Jr.,and

13



Popeye as launch games. By year's end, the system's Hneup also
included Mario Bros., Basebau. mathgamesbasedon Popeye and
Donkey Kong Jr., and two board games. Nintendo had no third-party
developers and sofd more than a million Famicom systems solely on
the strength of its own software.

In1984,Nintendo released Devil World, Urban Champion, F-1 Race,
Golf, Excitebike, Pinbalt, Donkey Kong 3, and three light~un games,
Wild Gunman, Duck Hunt and Hogan's Alley. It alsodecided to let
other companies sucn as Namco and Konami develop for the
machine as well. In early 1985, Japanese third-party developers such
as lrem, Capcom, T aOO, and Hudson signed up, too. Despite
competition from Sega, which also released an 8-bit console,
Nintendo controlled 90 percent of the home game market in Japan by
the time it decided to release the Famicom in the US.

The US was not necessarity ready for a new console. Game
cartridges were selling for as low as 99 cents apiece becauseAtari,
Coleco, and Mattel were jettisoning vast quantities of unsold
inventory.Still, Nintendodecided10offer Atari the rights 10sell the
Famicom.andNintendo-madesoftware in the US.Atari showed
interest and a deal was signed in June of '83. However, the
agreement subsequently fen through.

While Atari and Nintendo
negotiated, Miyamoto was already
working on a new Nintendo arcade
game titled Super Mario Bros., a
side-scrolling action game featuring
Mafia andLuigi on a quest to
rescue a beautiful princess from a
dragonlike turtfe called Bowser. ~ -
Super Mario Bros. was somewhat of
a phantom release inAmerican
arcades, since it was made
available at a time when the
industry was reeling from the
collapse of the video game rnar1cel

Meanwhile, Minoru Arakawa and Howard Uncoln (whohad left his
law practice to join Nintendo full-time) discovered that toy stores
wanted nothing to do with a video game system. There were still Atari
boxes left unsold in their warehouses and Nintenda was a no-name
company to mast toy store buyers.

Nintendo of America had an artist come up with a number of designs
that would change the Famicon1s image from that of a toy to
something that looked more like a mini home computer and
considered adding everything from a keyboard to infrared controllers
to cassette tape drives.

Calling theirnew design the Nintendo Advanced Video System
(AVS), Arakawa and Lincoln showed the machine to toy buyers at the
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) show and were rebuffed: It was
considered too complex and full of gimmicks.

Nintendo decided that a redesign was necessary, paring down the
console into a simple box with two controller ports and a front-loading
cartridge slot A sleek, gray light gun was designed ta let garners play
home versions of the company's arcade shooting tit1esWild Gunman,
Duck Hunt and Hogan's Alley. The console was renamed the
Nintenda Entertainment System (NES).

The original NES package, sold for the first time in a test in New Yark
City during the fall of1985. induded the console, two controllers, a

power supply, andthe cables toconnect ittoa television.
BecauseNintendo had been through months of delays
negotiating with Atari and designing the look of the NES, Super
Mario Bros., which had not launched with the system in Japan,
was ready forthemachine'sUSdebul

When New Yorkers responded favorably to the NES test, stores
began carrying the machine nationwide in1986.Ta distance
itself from theconsoles of the past Nintendo introduced ROB
(Robot Operating Buddy) the Video Robot, a peripheral that

could be used with a game called Gyromite. A more appropriate
name forthe robot would have been '"Trojanhorse,. as Nintendo
only released one more game (Stacker) for the peripheral and
stopped supporting it altogether ~it was only introduced to

y'''' _~nvince ducious-toy stores that the NES wasn't just a video
game system.

It was with ROB that Nintendo began its mediocre
American track record of peripheraJ support,
which was only slightly better with the light gun and considerably
worse with later devices. Nintendo's most elaborate NES
configuration included the console, two controllers, a light gun,
ROB, and three games, SuperMario Bros., DuckHunt,and
Gyromite. What followed next can hardly be called
overstatement In just a few years, Nintendo single-handedly
rebuilt the entire UShomevideo-games market. With its low
price point impressive graphics, and wide variety of games, the
NESbecamethe 8-bitgame console of choice, outsellingits
competitors by a margin of 10 to 1 in its first year.

NES

In February 1986, Nintendo released a new peripheral for the
Famicom - a $150 disk drive called the Famicom Disk System.
The disks could hold more than the cartridges could at that time
and cost consumers less - Nintendo soldblank disks for only
$20. All a customer had to do was insert a disk into a Famicom
Disk Writer along with $5,and thediskwould eject with a new
game, label, and instruction manual. You could erase disks and
replace them with new games at will. Disk Writers were placed in
many locations around Japan.

Nintendo told the public that many ofthecompany's best games
would be released exclusively in disk format - a move designed
to force customers to buy the new peripheral. A rerelease of
Super Mana Bros. accompanied several other Nintendo-made
launch titles to stores -Tennis, Baseball, Golf, Soccer, mah-
jongg, and a brand-new disk-exclusive game conceived by
Shigeru Miyamoto called The Legend of Zelda (Zelda no
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Densetsu).

Four months later, Super Mario Bros. 2 (Japanese) was released
exclusively on disk, followed by Metroid, Pro Wrestling, Kid
lcarus, and Zelda 2: The Adventure of Link a scant 11 months
later. These excellent games, available only on disk, caught on
with Nintendo's most loyal customers but were not popular with
the mainstream public.

Because Nintendo was not yet well established in the US, the
company decided to hold off on the disk drive. Metroid, Kid
lcarus, The Legend of Zelda, and Castlevania were later
released on cartridge in the US.

In 1987, The Legend of Zelda became the first NES title (besides
Super Mano Bros.) to sell one million copies. The RPG
adventure, designed by Shigeru Miyamoto, introduced the wof1d
to the young hero Unk and his world called Hyrule. It produced
four sequels and, along with Mario, became a key Nintendo
franchise.

At the time, Atarl were strugglingin the games market in the US,
.

with ifs aged 2600 console, and the far less powerful 5200 and
7800 machines, Atari Games began releasing NES games as a
third-party license called Tengen. But after taking Nintendo to
court over its alleged monopoly of the video game industry,
Tengen started developing games without Nintendo's .seal of
approval. by finding a way around Nintendo's lockout chip.

SinceJapan and the US were considered to be different mar1<ets
for Nintendo products, the company experimented in Japan and
released only its proven hits in the US. For instance, Nintendo
introduced a Super Mario Bros. sequel in Japan - a game based
almost entirely on Super Malio Bros. but with a far greater level
of difficulty - but Nintendo of America decided not to release it
because it was deemed too arduous for American players.

For the US sequel to Super Mano Bros., Nintendo of America
took a cartoon ish Japanese action-adventure game called Dream
Factory: Oaki 0010 Panic and had its Arabian characters replaced
with the Mario brothers, Princess Toadstool, and a scrappy
mushroom warrior named Toad. The cute, yet challenging, Super
Mario Bros. 2 was a runaway hit and further cemented Nintendo
and Mario's footholds in the US.

Buoyed by success in Europe and still looking to expand its
market share in Japan and the US, Saga decided in1988that it
would challenge Nintendo with a 16-bitgameconsoie called
MegaDrive, derived mainly from its System 16 arcade
motherboard, which had powered such hits as Shinobi, Altered
Beast, Hang On, Afterbumer, Space Harrier, and Out Run.

NEC had also released a video game console, called the PC
Engine, which offered better graphics and audio than the NES.
Saga's machine went a step further by offering higher resolution
and more onscreen characters. Released in Japan with a handful
of Saga arcade translations, the Mega Drive sold moderatety and
gave arcade game companies a viable platform to translate
recent arcade titles for home use.

Together, the PC Engine and Mega Drive eroded Nintendo 8-bit
sales in Japan, but Nintendo was able to keep most of its best
developers from supporting NEC and Saga.

As Nintendo had done years earlier, Sega offered Atari the opportunity to
rename its console and sell it in the US. Atari followed tradition by
examining the Mega Drive and even preparing a new name and
marketing campaign. But it eventually decided not to work with Saga,
which went on to name the system Genesis and to handle sales and
development efforts on its own.
Nintendo appeared as if it didn't care about the Genesis and perhaps the
company sincerely believed that Sega and NEC were no threat

So thafs the story! Today the NES is still a very popular machine,
perhaps more worldwide, than in the UK. The NES struggled on until
around 1992,or 1993,when it was graduallysupercededby the fantastic
SNES system. In this story though that upsets me most, is the folly that
Atari showed in turning down the marketing on the NES and the Saga
Genesis (Mega Drive). Of course, you may remember that they also
turned down the AMIGA computer too, preferring to concentrate on the
less powerful and successful ST computer.

If you're interested in the NES, it's a good 2nd hand buy, but suffers
greatly, and more than any other console, with poor contact with the
cartridges. This problems causes 'bin king screens' on nearly all 2nd
hand machines and games, and these need carefull insertion, and
cleaning before the machine will work.

Also, a bain of the bargain hunter is the infamous Nintendo Lockout chip.
Not content with just locking out US games on the UK system, there are
also 2 PAL zones. The UK, Italy and Australia share 1 zone, and the
rest of Europe another zone. The games are incompatible with one
another.

Of course the lockout chip can be disabled with a little bit of knowhow, or
you can buy oneBf U)e lockout d~feater devices available, though these
are expensive. Should any readers want to know how to aisable the
lockout chip and play US and Zone 2 games, please let me know, and I'll
send the into.

Anyone who's been on a trip to China, Russia, or Skegness, may have
seen some of the excellent NESlFamicom clone consoles. Available
new for around £20, but sometimes as little as £10, these often come in
the shape of well known consoles like the Playstation, Megadrive, N64,
or more commonly, N64 Joypads, they are a self contained Nintendo
console, with as many as 60 built in full games! A sneak round your
local car boot sale, or any of the dodgy shops in Skegness, and you'll
see them on sale. MARIO, GRADIUS, GALAGA, GALAXIAN and many
other faves are all on there. More advanced machines are also
available that have a Famicom cartridge slot for playing Japanese
games on the hardware. (The Famicom and NES have different cart
shapes with different numbers of pins, but you can get converters

easily). liMON .
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INTRO. Another book for you to look at. This is one I only
managed to buy recently when I bid for it on Ebay, the internet
auction site. Certainly one of the best places to buy things, though it
is so tempting to buy things you don't really need! Take care and
check the sellers credentials before bidding.

THE BOOK. It's blue! Last time we looked at Shriva's green
machine code book. This has a similar design being also a book
from "Shiva's friendly micro series".
A book for the beginner it describes how to use the BASIC of the
Oric-I. Being released in 1983 it has no Atmos detail.

WHA T'S IN IT? This is a well presented book with clear photos
and screen-shots throughout with some of those friendly cartoons to
help you on your way. Actually they don't help at all really, they
just distract you and sometimes you wonder why they are there at all.
I guess it is because this book is aimed at younger readers and as
such it is quite good, taking the reader through things a step at a
time.

\Vhat's in it? Well there is an introduction which states how this isn't a book for the expert and that is very, very
true. There are then 3 I chapters! That sounds an awful lot - indeed it is. That isn't because this is a large book but
because it is a book that takes things a step at a time and goes through each step explaining what is happening.
There are lots of example programs and at the back of the book is a program index and then a commands and
symbols index to help you find the bits you want.

It is often said that the Atmos manual is a better book than the Oric-l version. It may have more infonnation that
an expert to delve into but a beginner doesn't need that. Indeed, this book has no chapters about machine code
and only two appendices, one featuring the alternate character set and the other showing the control codes. Pretty
basic stuff! And that is the point; this book is for the person new to the computer experience. It's no good
showing them a pile of hex code !t

The pictures do help, as do the screen-shots. The sections on
graphics takes it's time explaining the different functions and the
little cartoon is there to let you know you are not the only one
having difficulty getting to grips with serial attributes. (Curseit,
curseit, curseit. 'Don't you mean CURS ET?' - I know what I
mean !)'

Being an Oric-l book written for the beginner it probably isn't
much use nowadays with most people owning an Atmos for
years and advancing beyond the beginner stage - but memory

lapses occur when you get a little older so maybe it's worth
picking up a copy of this book when you see it. 7/10
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'ticular. sounds soyou will have. ,for thi,s routine but have yet toL

~~ 'ih~~\~~~~;~?vU:S~~i~~O:;::~i~~ah~e~;~~P?Y
hunting!

,

" J;

,
'

,'helicop~ers, sirens~ g~ns, explQ-
,'" Br::rnle>:~~~enr~ "

"

I;

. .
- .,'

, . .

..'<. .::,~"'.~~.~~.~'..i'"'~"'.'.~'~ ~'~<'.:~'<:.;;',,~:,:,~:' J
:10.~FOR 'I=#A.OOO,~.!O iAO(~~7,;-;/~':'

'
I

.'2() READ A$:,' A$= ~,~#
11+A$ :'A7VAL (A$)

!~. ,~~,~!~;i~:i;:'oj;)o~}~~~;{::,;f, ~o - ,j
60 INPUT "Values for ,Y 'and X";Y:tX~

-;70;'PO~:::E~~.#AOO1.j:'(,:F'Ot:::E;,-;#AOO;:~ X,-:~., ,.I I

,
l;;:{g-~~?' :,:,S;W~~:t~:i~~~-;,;:;'i~"~:n~:;,;;~~;:'; :o?:1i

I

'r'

i

I'
I
I
!
i,

/

"',

.
'WI PI! --

I

The Oric as a' .',

time bomb'
Although it's ~ot in.the mami~l,

~

I the Oric ,does haye a clock;

I

accessi~le from ~asic. The two- l~
byte number at location #276 is i

I
1 decrement~d ,e'vt;.ry one-hun-~'

: 'dredth of ~ second and can b~ J
I used as a timer.' ,

';

L,.' To .~~t..t.hec!o~~,' ,use I?~?~ ~,
'#276,n'" and to, "read .I~' use}
! DEE~(#276). ,The' maximum j,

setting is 65535 so .thec1ock ru~s t~for about ten minutes before:
: repeating. ,

",'
'.'

;
":.

'"
C

i "'Try }his,' five-secon?, 't~me
~bomb :,' . , .

~,

1000 ZAP, j
1010 bOKE#276,65535 ' . ~

; i020 REPEAT ' ~

\ 1030 UNTIL DEEK (#276) = !'-
,65035, .'. ", ,', . ,:., ~: ,10~~ ~~P.~O~E, ':", ", '~i

:"
~ The clock is inte~~pt-driven J!

,via the ,6~2.2 VIA ,chip.,' S<;>it 1
/', stops whenever the interrupts ':

;:'~~'edisabled. :.. th~t's~,!,hen'th~ 11

; .~<:r~en is scrolled or the cassette '1
!,interface is used. The clock is
. also ,u'se~l for a Spectrum sty~e ;,

: ,).~~indo,mize. Try .~';,D9KE i

, :(IFB,DEEK(#276): " D.o~E f\
, #FI?,I?EEK(#276).:,:.: :':":

.'
I

', R Nlcholson, ,', ,,'. \;
Sheffield, Yorkshire ,~:' ~:~\

'~rl~~e~:u~~~~'>,: ,','I

This short subroutine, will be I',
useful for Oric programmers. It

1

1
allows text to be displayed in
the HIRES mode at the cursor.
position.

,,'
.

1000 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(SS$)
.1010 CHAR ASC(MID$(SS$,
,,~' 1,1»,0,1

" ";1020 CURMOV 7,0,3 ,
"

.

1030NEXT I '

'.,
, .

:104° RETURN
'

, I..,
-

1

1::' To call the subroutine, posi-
I

tion the cursor, set SS$ to the
Jtext to be printed and GOSUB ,

11000. Here's an example: ,

"

~~110 HIRES, "\ ' r~
l:20CURSET10,100,3 :';

. :.IJO SS$ == "THIS IS A MES- :. . ~~ :
,

.' ." .
~

:';.'
: .'.. . ,

~~!':f~>~. "","," -:'-'
..- ,-,.,;-_.'

" " ','

~~~'~~~0~ 1000 "':i

;50 END' '. , '

~

jDavid lones',' ~'
,

'
:1Edmonton,J o.izdon, ,~:

"

'f ,
~~"'jII~~';"._4.""~-.'-_I.""..

j

.'
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Oric user achieves ',',

"

the 'impossible~ ,

Did you know that it is possible
to draw off the Oric s'creen
without receivin'g a synta~
error. Try the following:
10 HIRES'
20 CURSET 238,199,1
30 CIRCLE 127,1

'

This is only one example,
experiment for other effects.

The following routine is very
handy for impressing people
with the double height facility
of the Oric. It side scroIls the
line and is very effective for

Foolproof 0 . titles and the like.
: ,.

'. rlc 10CLS:PAPER4;!NKO
,. ,. "~

-Ink,a~d,'paper- ,>'
.

~""20A#'="PERSONAL, : There IS a popular method of COMPUTER NEWS IS
doing a hard reset on the Oric; THE BEST'
the call is'to #EA59, but try this 30DOKE#26B,#01OA
if you have set the INK or 40CLS
PAPER colours and the 50PLOTO,1O,17:PLOTO
machine crashes. A much m~re 13,17
foolproof location is #F426. 60PLOTO, 11,LEFr$(A,38)
This waits for a few seconds, 70PLOTO,12,LEFr$(A$,38)
then peforms a hard reset no SOA$=MID$(AS,2)+LEFr$
matter what the screen colour (AS,I) .

is. Note that anv defined char- 90W AIT 10
acters will reve;t back to their 100GOTO 60.
old selves. Anthony O'Dawd,
lames Eibisch, Dublin, Ireland
Cheltenham, Glos

Write to: Routine Inquiries,
Personal Compwer News,
\!NU. Evelyn House, 62
Oxford Street, London WIA
2HG. .

Oric-l ROM
revisited

.'" If you run the following
';program, it displays a part

of the Oric's ROM. including
the ERROR messages and the
commands. ,

10 FOR X = 49306 to 60122
20 C = PEEK(X)
30 PRI~T CHRS(c);
40 IF C < 100 THEN NEXT
50 PRI~T: PRINT
60 l':EXT

I h:l'.e 3 questions: the prog-
ram shows three commands that
are not in on the Orie ie
INVERSE, NORMAL and
AUTO - how come? Can these
be accessed by an mIc routine or
by pokes or by CALLing the
code?

Ho"..' does the Orie work?
Does it read the ROM into RAM
for the keywords and if so
where? I've seen a program to
change the keywords and error
messages on the Vic-20 so is it
possible on the Oric-!?

Is there any way to change the
border colour on the Oric?
Nick Palll,
Dyfed, Wales.

~\LTO is part of the ORIC's
J: '.corr.mand set: it's not used
to autOmatically number your
prog:-J.r.1lines as with machines
like the BBC, but to make a
progi'am RUN automatically
once i.s LOADed. It's used like'
this:
CSA VEuNAME" ,AUTO..
The other two commands will ,

give SY='iTAX ERROR if you:
try to use them. Some say this is :
because Oric began the ROM'

. using the Basicfrom Tangerine, :
and as they then used serial:
attributes to set colour these
comr.:ands became redundant
but were never removed from
the RO:VL

Tochange the error messages
is not easy. but here are a few
poin:ers. The first thing you
wouid have to do is devise a
machir:e code routine for error
trappi:1g. This would get an
error code from somewhere.
possibly the accumulator, or it .
may be pointed to by the X and
Y rezisters, but we don't have
the e;act information. .

Your routine would then
enter J.loop wherein it took the

l~

ASCII characters for the mes-
sage you wanted. put them in
turn into the accumulator, and
then called the routine at F57B
(which prints a character from
the accumulator).

You will have to terminate
your ASCII s~rln-g somehow
say with a null, ar:td trap th'is in
the loop.

.

To make your Oric jump into
your routine when an error was
encountered. you would have
to DOKE 001B with the start
address of your routine. OOlB is !

where the Oric branches to
when a Basic program stops -
due to an error or a control-C,
so it's useful for program pro-
tection as well.

The Oric ROM lies between:
addresses COO

.

0 and FFFF, it is' :

\not read into RAM; what you
are probably thinking of here is \that the character sets (ASCII i
and teletext) are read into
RAM on boot-up. Exactly
where these are depends. both"
on the size of your RAM and
whether or not you've used
GRAB or RELEASE.

The border area you refer to
is not able to be changed in any"~'i

'way as far as we know.

Oric INVERSE
substitute routine
Try the following routine as a
substitute for INVERSE on the
Oric.

'lOFOR A=46336 TO 46343
20POKEA:127:NEXT A
30FOR B=48000 TO 48039
40POKE B;O:NEXT B
50FORC+46344 TO 46351
60POKEC,0:NEXT C

Lines,lO and 20 define space
as a solid block of foreground
colour. As the Oric sc;een is '
made up (except for the two left
hand columns) of a series of
spaces. it displays in foreground
colour.

Printing. or plotting, on
the screen mai:1tains the char-
acter in its foreground colour,

but still on a block of (old)
backgroung colour.

The routine is most effective
when the background is black,
as the two left-hand columns,
merge with the border. "

Lines 30 to 40 obliterate't~'
status line. Lines 50 to 60
redefine! as a solid block of
(old) background colour, so. ':'
that the window effect may be '

preserved.

'David Harrisoll,
Wirral. IHerseyside.

'. ".
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If you've got something to cruw
about. . . a bit of magic that'lI
make the wurld a better place
for micro users, then send it to

PCN Microwave~ur regular
readers' hints and tips page.
We'll pay you £5 if we print it.
We'll pay you even more if your
little gem gets our vote as
microwave of the month. Think
on .. . and write to Micro-
waves, PCN, 62 Oxford Street,
London WIA 2HG.

Controlling the
Oric's graphics
In response to Mr. Stiles com-
ments on LOKESlfor the Oric-l
(is~ue 40), ( have a simple
solution to preserve the screen
mode despite the screen scroll-
ing. Simply type:
LOKES 1:POKE#26B,':J: INK7

The explanation of what this
does is simple. Locations £268
and #26C contain two logical
control codes which are display-
ed in the left two columns of the
screen. Location #268 should
contain the control code to sd
the background colour (16-23)
and#26Cthe foreground colour
(0-7). When the user selects
LOKES 1 the computer places
control code 9 (Preste! graphics
moue:) into column U on the
screen, but subsequent scrolls
lose these codes and they are
rc:placed with the defined back-
ground colour (location#268).
By replacing the control code in
this location with another we
can achieve alternative control
codes permanently, but with
the loss of background colour
(the background remains
black). It is still possible to
change the background colour
globally by printing the ESC
character followed by the
appropriate code.

Alternatively, you may try
control code 10 (double height
lettering). such as:
POKE#268, 10: INK7: POKE#26A,

PEEK (#26A) OR 64:CLS

or possibly control code 11
(double height Prestel
graphics):
PUKE #268,11: IN K7: POKE #26A,

PEEK (#26A) OR 64

As can be seen, all combina-
tion~ of double height. Hashing
anti Prestd typt: graphics can be
generated. The appropriate
codes can be found in appendix
C (p 147) of the Onc's prog-

~mming manual. However,

l~

remember to print or1ly even
number lines when using the
double height features.

And finally. to restore the
Oric back to nonnal text
mode:
PAPERO: POKE#26A ,PEEK( #Z6A)

AND-6S

N lones,
Middlesbrough. Cleveland

Explosions on the Oric can be
made more dramatic with a
little screen flicker. This can be
done like this:

10 EXPLO DE
20 POKE # 8880,24
30 WAIT 5
40 POKE # 8880.26

Try this in HIRES; the two
POKEs should be 28 and 30.
1 B Laverick,
Norton, Cleveland

~t~:::~1fi;:~~:~:~;:'..~<".
. ~

'1) ~1ore hints and tips from our readel
To r~s~t the screen POKE

another value of x or issue the
HIRES and then TEXT com-
mands.
POKE 6::l.X
move th~ left margin to the right
by x number of places.
R G Harrison,
Blackwood. Gwent

You all know the feeling: after
hours, days o'r even weeks spent
on a particular problem you
suddenly see the answer. Or on
one of those late-night expedi-
tions through the memory map
you find some undiscovered
feature. Well don't keep it to
yourself - send it here. We pay
£5 for every tip and routine
printed and £25 for a genuine
Megawave.

Send your contributions to:
Microwaves, PCN, 62 Oxford
Street, London WIA 2HG.

Open a window
to the Oric
The Onc 1 comput'er does not
support any facilities for creat-
ing windows on the TEXT or
HIRES screens. 8y issueing the
commands explained below
a similar effect to windowing
can be achieved.
POKE 62J.X

where x is the number of lines
available from the top of the
screen. The lower part of the
screen cannot be PRINTed to,
but text can be placed on it by
pOKEing or PLoTing. If x ex-
cedes 27 some interesting
effects can be observed when
the screen is scrolled.

Useful tips
for Oric POKEs
On the Onc-l the Basic
keywords of the users program
are held. POKEing this loca-
tion with any number between
128 and 255 will produce a
keyword as the first command
of the first line, providing there
is a line there in the first place,
while POKEing with a number
below 128 will produce an
ASCII code in the line. For
example try:
REM......

Now type PRINT PEEK
(1285), and the computer will
return with a value of 157, and
LIST the line. You'll see that
REM has changed to CLS. as
1:18is the code for CLS.

Now for something more
useful. change the line back to
normal with POKE 1285. 157
and LIST it. Now type DOKE
1283. any number between 1
and 65535. and LIST the prog-
ram. The line number has
changed to the number you
DOKEd into 1283. so to write a
copywnght message that can-
not be run edited or deleted
type:
0 REM COPYRIGHT MES-
SAGE
the DOKE 1~~. 65535. and
LIST it. The line is now immov-
able, as it is above the standard
line number limit of 63999.
lames Eibisch
Cheltenham, Glos.
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After last months cover, I
decided to print a few of my
PC HIRES creations that I've
put on the Oric.

From left to right, going
down the page...
1. Leatherface
Taken from the cover of the
US Video. Titles were added
afterwards. A great original
piece of artwork for a video
cover. Shame the film isn't
as good.

.-.;;. .;~;r->::'''

i

4. Debbie Harry (PhWOO

.

r),
~ .' ..:~~-~. taken from the original

artwork by my favorite Swiss
I artist H.R. Giger (f(3mous for

creating the AUEN
characters).

5. Another film artwork
piece - this time from the

'DRILLER KILLER'

6. Perhaps one of the most
famous firmstills ever.. Jack
Nicholsonas Jack Torrance
in Stanley Kubrick'sTHE
SHINING.

7. One of my personal
favorites this one... It's guitar
virtuoso Jimmy Page, playing
the famous sunburst Gibson.
I think this one came out
particularly well, but it's a
shame that the picture was
portrait shaped rather than
landscape, as it's chopped
off his elbow, which would
hamper his guitar playing
somewhat.

8. Finally, here is one for
you royallists. No golden
jubliee celebration would be . . .
complete without a picture of

I.,,:
:.' :': .:.::'

the queen sticking a finger . .:
'

.

up her hooter.
,

.
. ,.'C:>OC-



RHETORIC DISK {)

It's somewhat remarkable that we have managed to bring you nine disks of software now - hopefullyfeaturing
programs you don't already have. I hope you have enjoyed what I've supplied you - it has taken it's tollon my disk
system producing these disk and the limited amount of feedback has left me labouring in the dark as I don't know how
you have received the disks. Maybe you liked them, maybe you hated them - who knows? Well you've got one final
chance left. Ifyou want something specific to appear on the next Rhetoric disk, let us know. I will do my best to supply
what you want. The next disk will be the last.
On this months disk:-

WA YDOR - The disk version. Quite a nice adventure
with a few pictures and some nice touches. Here's the
instructions:
The object of adventure game Is to fmd treasures and
return them to their proper place.
The computer will be your 'eyes and ears' and will tell
you where you are & what can be seen.

MYSTERY TOWERS
All rooms are different and shown in hires graphics.

Sounds include full three part harmony arrangements.
Words can be entered by single keys. Inventory shows all

items you are carrying in full colour graphi~.

The adventure begins in the servants hall of a large castle.
Your mission. to find and return the "Quark Diamond"

If you en1er a room with items in it. you collect them
automatically. (You can drop them if you want tal.

CONTROLSYou communicate your orders to the computer by typing
In ONE or TWO word commands, e.g.. GO NORTH.
EXAMINE KEY. UNLOCK DOOR. TAKE AXE.
DROP BOOK, LIGHT LAMP. CLrMB TREE.
Spectrum & CBM 64 versions, require only single key
entry for main commands - such as GO EAST. E. Is

sufficient.

,-7 to exit room as shown below

You may pick up and carry ~ome of (he objects you find,
BUT there is a limit to the number of Items you can
carry at anyone time. During your adventure you will be
faced with various problems - solving these is all part of
the fun of adventure games -do not despair, there is
often (though not always) more than one way around
each of the problems!

06

07

COMMANDS

NEW! Cells and Serpents
This is a game from David Goodrum (who has sold his Oric stuff and
moved on now). It is a game similar to Hell';; Temple, but this is a
version converted using Basicode 2 +. Thi;; was a version of BASIC
designed to be used by various machines and making transfer between
machines easier.
You may remember the BBC transmitting programs over the radio. You
could tape the program and then run the tape on your computer - at
least that was the theory!

.

This one was converted from a BBC program, if memory serves.

Y = HELP
I = INVENTORY
R = BREAK
S = DROP
T =: OPEN
U = UNLOCK
A = BOTTLE
B = LADDER
C = LARGE HEAVY KEY
D = DAGGER
E == LARGE LIGHT KEY
F = LEMON

The computer has a fairly large vocabulary, but should it
not understand the words you type in, try using different
but similar words, e.g.. If SHOOT MONSTER is not
understoo<L try KILL MONSTER or FIRE GUN etc.

Some other words you may find useful are;
LOOK -redescribe current situation
INVENTORY - list all Items currently carried
HELP -!!!?

.

QUIT -give up!
SAYE GAME Save current status on tape ready

-to continue game another day
-display current scoreSCORE

NB. Going back In the direction trom which you arrived
at a place will NOT always take you back to your
previous position!

G = SPANNER
H ;; SKULL
J = SCREW DRIVER
K . = DIAMOND
L = TORCH
M = CHOPPER
."J = RING
0 .. SACK
? ;; SMALL KEY
Q

= CHERRIES
V = QUIT GAME
W = DRINK

DIG DOG
A nice littlegame from Taskset this features some animation just as good as that found in 'Ooggy'. Iwas going to put this on a previous disk, but it
only worked on the Oric- I - eek II did contemplate producing a disk of Oric- f programs, but Iguess that won't happen now. Luckily I've found this
version for you which works pne on the Atmos -I've not seen any officialAtmos version so this must have been adapted by one of the pne Oric
programmers out there.
The aim here is to dig your way down to the bones, avoiding the rats that come up towards you. Clear the garden of bones and you get the chance
to go for a super-bone that appears. Grab it for extra points. Be careful though IGoing for this can put you in serious danger of being nipped by a
rat

2'



Rock Run
A good 'Version of the Boulderdash game frorn Staale

Eikb'raaten of lVarway.
This requires you'r thinking cap to be in place as the game set
a challenging p11.Zzleat nearly e'Cery stage. Be careful where

you maoe to or it could spell an end to your game. Cursor
keys are used with ESC being used to take you back to the start

if you get stuck somewhere. This often doesn't help !If

cou~
Some would have you believe this came from a Turkish magazine
- it didn't! It came from Your Computer and is by Klaus Pederson.
The fiendish Klaus created one of the most irritatingty headache
inducing graphic spectacles for the Oric. Ifyou suffer from
epilepsy Ishould steer clear of this!!!
It is, of course, a version of Pacman, and so the rules should be
obvious! Avoid the ghosts as you eat the piIIs, Ifyou haven't seen
this before it is one of the best type-ins for the Oric, proving that
some are really worth the time and effort tapping them in. Here
we've saved you that chore - we're just too good to you !

~:flill~
From Level 9 we have a version of the classic
adventure - the one that really started things-
otherwise known as the Colossal Cave Adventure.

Many people say they don't like adventure games -
well it makes me wonder if the Oric is the right
machine for them because there is an awful lot of
adventure games out there. I reckon there are more
adventure games for the Oric than any other
program.
If you don't like them then why didn't you write in
and ask me to put something else on the disks?

I'm not going to say any more about this one. The
fun with this game is exploring and discovering what
to do as you progress. I can provide hint sheets if
you need it and these can also be found on the net
Don't cheat though - explore!!!

STYX
This is a classic al"cade 9a»,e. p...obably most of yoc..\have it, ~t its ~o~i incltdintJ .~\Stin case yoc..\don't - 0...1 yoc..\don't have it on disk - 01"

if y~\ haveJ"'t played it fo...a while.
Give it a 90 - it's wondel"~1 !!!;All yoc..\have to do is shoot the baddies, avoid the baddies h-y~ to spea... YOl\l\p the ~ and shoot the 9I"eeJ"

bi...dy to clea... the nasty b.,m spea"'infJ baddies - then shoot a path th"'~'9h to the bi9 castle flyi"'9 in the ail" on a little island.

Honest!

The Byood

The Oyic, ha~ ~e,e,n<;DMeYathey bi~we ~aMe~. Theye, vva~ Rat

5plat, in~ec,t ln~anit~ and PC;~c,hiafyic,. Then theye iC;thic; -h]pe-iYl

fYOM T M Phoen~ .
RvYlayovnd ~toMpin~ e~~ vvhikt to ~top Yla~-hrhoY"Y"iblec..yeatvy~

fYOM hatc..hiYl~ v.A-tirc;tanothey hoY"Y"ible c,yeaf,;ye c,hQc;e,c;~ov ayovnd

and aYovYld-leave Me aloYle !

BLURK'S HUNTER
Who? Ithink there isa name change here!
Indeed, this game came from one of the most
prolific Oric programmers, Eric Vie!.

Ericproduced a large number of programs for the
French magazine, Theoric. Thisprogram was
translated and typed in by our very own W.John
Hurleywho decided to change the name for some
reason.
Idon't think the translation isaccurate as he
doesn't change 'Lapins' to rabbits - that's what
those pesky critters are!
John does tell you what to do in the game though
- nice man.

CIQssic RQci~g
a clAssic iNbEEb - rois is woQ\:h LOAbiN<;up j:OR WE
ANimx\:ioN ALoNE Look AT::T::hElittLE hORSEs LROttiN<;
up T::OT::h€ST::ART::!WAT::chT::hEm <;illop bOWN -d1€ T::RAck-

woNbEQJ:ul !!!
ThERE ARE six RUNNERS, so ij: you pLAy 'two oj: 'thEm, 'thE
comput'ER wiLL j:iLL iN 'thE RES't pRovibiN<; you wi'th
SomE opposi'tioN.

eN'tER tl1E NAmEs OJ:youR pLAYERS ANb 'thEN 'thE Numt3ER Oj: RACES. ThE compULER sho<.1JSyou 'thE sELEc'tioN oj:
mEE'tiN<;5 which you wiLL AttENb - 'tAkE NO'tE oj: 'thE LEN<;'ths ANb so ON, which wiLL EJ+EC't who wiLL WiN A RACE.

pick which hORSE you WANT::iN which RACE t3y usiN<; -cl1€ CURSORSANb <e> 'to ENT::ERA hORSE. ThE j:iRS't hORSE <;OESiN
tl1E j:iRS't RACE, SOpick iN 'thE Ri<;m: oRbER !
ONCESELEc'tEb WE mOVE ON 'to 'thE AC'tUAL RACESANb iT::'s'time 'to pLAcE YOUR t3E1:S.SELEC't'thE Nunt3ER 0J: hORSE you
wish 'to t3E't ONANb 'thEN USE mE up ANb bOWN CuRSORS T::OSET::'thE LEVELoj: t3E't. pRESS <b> 'to ENT::ERroE t3E't, ANb
ONCE EVERYONE hAS t3ib, pRESS SpACE 'to SEE 'thE Ac'tioN.
ThE WEi<;m: Oj: hoRSE mb d1€ t3ib SEEms 'to hAVE AN EJ+ECT::ON who WiNS, t3UL i~s <;REA't j:UN wA'tchiN<; 'thE hORSES

JOSdE J:OR POLE posiT::ioN. pRAc'tisE YOuR CooxnENT::AAy slciLLs AS yOUR hORSE ApPEARS 'to t3E <;OiN<;t3AckwARbs mb 'thE
m:hERS SWEEp pAS't !

~



Irlanls Poser 'ale's
""

\/

~ Get those brain cells working!

~

~

Last Issues poser answers revealed:

1) A paper aeroplane!
2) Depending on whether your pack of cards have two of four diamonds in the corners, you will have either

75 or 95 diamonds.
3) John's egg \vas hard boiled!
4) Four - it is the only number to have the same number of letters as it word.
5) A Frenchman - who typed on the English keyboard as if it were his native French layout.

This issues posers .......
1) One 'Word anagram.

Re-arrange the same six letters to form 'Words that fit the blanks in the following:

"Dave would some of his fiends at Christmas to go carol singing, carrying covered Xmas
Garlands. People 'Would as they sang " Night'

,.

2) My friends phone number.

I always seem to forget phone numbers, and have most trouble with my mates John's number. In an
attempt to memorise it, I practised "dialing' it on my calculator for many an hour. His number is
Newto'Wn 638468 .
Yesterday I had to telephone him, and with all the practise dialling I had done, instantly and without
hesitation dialled his number. However when answered, a voice said, U Hello, Newtown 592462" .

Can you explain this?

3) The longest word.

Starting from anywhere on the grid , and moving either up , down, left or right, from square to square
What is the longest word that you can spell ?
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See you next time!
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